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Red Hat Open IaaS aRcHItectuRe
SeRVIce

Delivers a responsive,
Infrastructure-as-a-Service
solution.
Removes the complexity
of designing, building, and
operating private and hybrid
IaaS cloud solutions.
Ensures your cloud solution
is positioned for success
from day one.

Open, hybrid clouds are meant to reduce IT complexity and reliance on a single vendor while
increasing IT agility and innovation. This requires taking today’s IT intricacies and tomorrow’s
ensure you get the right start building and operating your cloud Infrastructure-as-a-Service
(IaaS), Red Hat offers its Open IaaS Architecture Service.

RED HAT OPEN IaaS ARCHITECTURE SERVICE
The Open IaaS Architecture Service is designed to fully understand your cloud design needs and
requirements while providing the expertise to help launch your cloud solution for maximum IT

SERVICE OVERVIEW

cloud-based Infrastructure-as-a-Service.
This architecture service:

Designs an appropriate cloud architecture based on your requirements and use cases.

portion of the solution.

Mentors technical staff on proven methods to use and manage Red Hat Enterprise
Upon close of the engagement, the consultant provides an IaaS cloud solution installed and con-

Acclimation of IT staff to the design, use, and maintenance of the solution.
Incidental observations for improving your IT infrastructure and staff performance.
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REQUIREMENTS
To ensure a smooth service delivery, the following technical requirements should be met prior to
the start of the engagement:
the Red Hat Open IaaS
Architecture Service or any
other Red Hat consulting
service, visit:

entitlement
cloud solutions, visit:
.
on Red Hat Enterprise

Documentation on and access to any third-party software subject to integration
A more detailed checklist of requirements is provided prior to scheduling the engagement.

SUCCESS PATHS
Red Hat offers cloud services solutions that accelerate your journey to cloud computing. Our
portfolio of consulting services helps you quickly ramp up deployments of cloud solutions while
establishing the foundation for intelligent, open, hybrid cloud infrastructures.
Open IaaS Architecture Service enables you to quickly adapt your hybrid IaaS cloud solution for
- This consultative service takes a holistic and strategic approach to

as well as current-state architecture to design and deliver an actionable, strategic roadmap for
cloud adoption.

Red Hat is the world’s leading provider of open source solutions, using a community-powered
dleware technologies. Red Hat also offers award-winning support, training, and consultingsercustomers’ businesses.
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